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A teen plunges into a unpredictable manner of addiction in this classic cautionary tale.January
24th After you have had it, there is not even life without medicines.... It started when she was
served a soft drink laced with LSD in a harmful party game. Within weeks, she was hooked,
trapped in a downward spiral that took her from her comfortable home and loving family
members to the mean streets of an unforgiving city. As effective -- and as timely -- today as ever,
Go Consult Alice continues to be the definitive reserve on the horrors of addiction. Enter her
world. Go through her diary. You won't ever forget her. For thirty-five years, the acclaimed,
bestselling first-person account of a teenage girl's harrowing decent into the nightmarish globe
of drugs has still left an indelible mark on generations of teen readers. It had been a journey that
could rob her of her innocence, her youth -- and ultimately her life.
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but there were parts I liked so I went with three Sort of wavered between giving this two or three
stars, but there have been parts I liked therefore i went with three. Good good book Gave me
solve to resist peer pressure I browse this in Middle College and I could honestly say it's THE
reason I stood company from trying any drug beyond pot despite many of my friends. Then, in
the last entry she just sort of provides, as an after believed, that she doesn't believe she'll
maintain a diary forever because adults won't need to, also though she helps it be apparent she
doesn't feel like an adult yet. After finishing it I realized that, had I browse this in middle college,
I probably would have enjoyed it as well. Reading it right now though, I can't say the same.First
off, I'm gonna say that you can't get into this thinking it was actually a genuine diary because it
just simply is not. It's been ripped apart by people stating a teenage young lady would normally
ramble on even more about boys and idle chit chat, however in the books defense who actually
read it then? I thought it'd become kind of boring given that I'm 56 yrs older.It can have it's ups
and downs, and I did so get attached to the primary character, but so often I found myself
wondering where it had been actually going. "Don't do drugs, you WILL die. He's not a reader,
therefore i figured it should be pretty good. Really just out of no where she mentions adults
don't need to create in diaries and suddenly she's done. It experienced like the writer (Beatrice
Sparks) wasn't sure how to end it/ got fed up with writing and just kinda tossed that in there. And
there's the epilogue. And you're left with a, "where did that come from?" Personally i think like
Beatrice Sparks is normally that fitness center teacher's mother. She soon discovered that she
had just taken a medication known as LSD. I am thankful for the part this book played in my own
choice to resist peer pressure to use hallucinagenics. The kids who have there been were
considered popular at her old school. classes the fitness center teacher says "Don't possess sex,
you'll get pregnant, and you may die." feeling. It gets close to the end and she's carrying out
good and I was simply happy with how issues were working out on her behalf." That's actually
how sporadic the ending felt for me.Overall, I didn't hate it, but it could've been done a lot
better. I extremely suggest reading this book! Preachy. Obviously fiction. This may been
employed by to scare kids into not using medications in the 1970s; I hope no one is relying on it
to achieve that today. It demonstrated her struggle each time medications had been near her,
and just how much willpower it took on her behalf not to consider them.” I did so give it an extra
star in recognition to the fact that it probably browse better decades ago than it does today. It
will not stop anyone from attempting drugs, but Go Inquire Alice is an interesting appear at what
adults in the 1970s believed their teenage children were up to, and the "Reefer Madness" of its
era. My sister asked me to buy it for her~ so I did. It's clear it's not real, but let's not pretend
apart from Anne Frank, nobody is interested in a reading a teenage women diary. I was wrong!
In addition, it made me remember trying marijuana for the very first time, and several times
after that. It is a lot more meaningful to me now! I use the public and visit a LOT of drug addicted
people. This book is so worth-the-read for every young person. Meh Tedious.! who felt as an
outcast Move Talk to Alice In the publication, Go Ask Alice, a young girl, who felt as an outcast,
was invited to a celebration. If you have ever seen the film Mean Girls, through the sex ed. You
really never know who around you could be like Alice. Another publication from my childhood re-
read recently. I witnessed a lot of my friends have a problem with journeys identical to "Alice"
and while I dropped two siblings and close friends to drug overdoses I have watched many of my
friends hardly ever recover their ability to enjoy life without chemicals after trying
hallucinogenics. Minutes when by, and she began to feel weird. Again, she didn't work it in very
well, and jumped in one extreme to another. This is what started everything. The girl became
addicted. Continously. She had left home, took a lot more drugs, and put herself into a great deal



of danger. I'll gave my Middle Schoolers browse in hopes it will help them prevent a common
route of substance abuse and eventual chronic melancholy so prevalent today. It explained how
easy it had been for a thing that wasn't in her control in the first place to get out of hand and
become something much worse. When it first occurred at that party, she got continuously
informed herself that she doesn't “believe [she’ll] ever try it again,” but also never wished to give
up the feeling of each trip. That's what I like concerning this book. It discusses why she enjoyed
taking medicines, but also shows the terrible consequences that she acquired to face due to it.
Fundamentally, it’s a quaint, naive relic from the beginning of the “battle on drugs. The
circumstances were somewhat reasonable, and demonstrated how easy it was for her to hide
her addiction from the people she was close with. She was so thrilled to finally be recognized by
them, all she ever really wanted was to become one of them. I would suggest reading Go
Question Alice, nonetheless it was not exactly what I expected it to end up being. This took away
from the lessons and meaning the book aimed to instruct. I thought it had been actually the
young young lady’s diary, when in reality an writer wrote it.It was entertaining, I love how almost
every among her sentences is punctuated by the term "man" and how she gets "swept up" in the
drug world and laments about how much she hates not getting on top of drugs. Is it an excellent
book for an adolescent to browse? I did appreciate revisiting this as a grown-up, simply because
it actually is a fairly funny book. Through the party, they decided to play a game. LK Wanna
obtain high? Alice, the youthful protagonist/narrator has a drug problem, and goes from
attempting a little bit of pot to hitchhiking to California and living in a drug pad with some
nefarious junkies fairly quickly (yes, because it's actually an Anti-Drug propaganda reserve
written to sound like a young girl's diary). Another critique I would have is normally that it was
overly busy and felt like period passed very quickly, causing you to feel like you missed a whole
lot of her life. We thought it'd be sort of boring now that I'm 56 yrs old I first read Move Ask Alice
when We was in middle school. 5 ? An old favorite Must read This book helped me know very well
what can happen to a typical teenage girl thrown into not-so-atypical situations. The emotions
contained within are genuine and deep. I turned every page of the book in a single sitting Teen
years This brought me back to my teen years. I wondered if I participate in my friends in senior
high school. I wondered if they also enjoyed me. It brought me a whole lot of angst, nervousness
and despair.! On the positive aspect I remember the good friends that I had in those days and
the very first time that I fell in like. For me the only medication I attempted was marijuana. It felt
like the author didn't even try. This story reminded me of how strong of a pool drugs like opioids
can have one person. My boyfriend suggested this because he remembered reading it in middle
school and thought it was awesome, though he did add as an after believed that he wasn't sure if
he'd still enjoy it or not. The lady wasn't sure what the overall game was, but made the decision
it would be a good idea to participate. One sibling lived after experimentation but under no
circumstances recovered their cognitive or emotional facilities.This may be a spoiler so if you
really do not want to spoil the ending don't read this part, but after the book ended I possibly
could think of only one thing. She experienced highs and lows throughout her period with drugs,
and this book switches into depth with personal recollections of how she felt through everything.
If it wasn't written by a drug addict, it really needs been penned by someone with a whole lot of
encounter with youths that made the life altering choice to try hallucinogenic drugs. Drug
Addictiom This is an important book about teenage drug addiction. Interesting read I guess this
book was popular when I was a youngster, I had hardly ever heard about it until a couple days
ago. EASILY would’ve go through this as a pre-teen or teenager I wouldn’t have understood it,
because I was one of those squares aka sociable outcast. Overall, it was well written and worth



reading. Perhaps so. Teens must have someone to head to and talk. Never close a door on them.
This Book is Only an Anti-drug Propaganda Written to Scare Kids. For starters, it amazes me how
this reserve was ever publushed as a work of non fiction. This reserve is only a fictional anti-
medication propaganda written to scare kiddies in the 70s'. I've been hearing about this book for
a long time and always see it on my related Amazon publication searches but hardly ever
bothered as yet. But in regards to a quarter of the way through, I began to feel like there's no
way a drugged out fifteen year old could actually write like that. Her life went into a downward
spiral. The situitions felt as well unrealistic. If you are going to reveal a 15 year old medication
addict and pose it as a diary of earlier mentioned addict, then try to make it at least somewhat
relatable or realistic. She just jumped in one severe to the additional, trying to ingrain into the
mind of the reader that that's what goes on when you do medications. Like, you don't go from
accidentally taking LSD to shooting up heroin LITERALLY the very next day. That's not how that
works. I agree with other reviews in saying it reads just like a bad after school unique. And I can't
even begin to explain that ending. In today's society we've the opioid crisis.
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